
NAGE 1/10/2016 Salary adjustment limited to those who received a salary increase in October 2015 that was less than $1,700.

BU 01 Salary Plans (01A/B)
plan gr 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

01A/B 01 $1,060.64 $1,077.37 $1,094.43 $1,111.75 $1,129.47 $1,147.42 $1,165.85 $1,184.52 $1,203.56 $1,222.93 $1,243.92 $1,265.31 $1,287.11 $1,309.37
01A/B 02 $1,078.81 $1,095.58 $1,112.64 $1,130.00 $1,147.72 $1,165.72 $1,184.08 $1,202.77 $1,221.78 $1,241.19 $1,262.51 $1,284.24 $1,306.44 $1,329.08
01A/B 03 $1,094.22 $1,113.02 $1,132.25 $1,151.88 $1,171.85 $1,192.28 $1,213.17 $1,234.41 $1,256.17 $1,278.28 $1,300.35 $1,322.85 $1,345.81 $1,369.24
01A/B 04 $1,121.02 $1,139.90 $1,159.08 $1,178.72 $1,198.81 $1,219.23 $1,240.05 $1,261.26 $1,282.95 $1,305.06 $1,327.67 $1,350.78 $1,374.31 $1,398.30
01A/B 05 $1,137.92 $1,158.31 $1,179.20 $1,200.44 $1,222.22 $1,244.41 $1,267.12 $1,290.25 $1,313.88 $1,338.04 $1,361.30 $1,385.04 $1,409.24 $1,433.95
01A/B 06 $1,174.04 $1,194.52 $1,215.42 $1,236.72 $1,258.50 $1,280.69 $1,303.37 $1,326.43 $1,350.06 $1,374.17 $1,398.14 $1,422.63 $1,447.59 $1,473.06
01A/B 07 $1,200.72 $1,223.01 $1,245.87 $1,269.15 $1,292.89 $1,317.27 $1,342.12 $1,367.56 $1,393.47 $1,420.00 $1,444.89 $1,470.33 $1,496.24 $1,522.67
01A/B 08 $1,225.69 $1,249.82 $1,274.48 $1,299.67 $1,325.50 $1,351.84 $1,378.81 $1,406.48 $1,434.73 $1,463.61 $1,489.40 $1,515.67 $1,542.50 $1,569.86
01A/B 09 $1,267.27 $1,293.55 $1,320.48 $1,348.12 $1,376.33 $1,405.32 $1,434.92 $1,465.28 $1,496.36 $1,528.21 $1,555.29 $1,582.88 $1,611.05 $1,639.99
01A/B 10 $1,311.21 $1,339.08 $1,367.65 $1,396.92 $1,426.87 $1,457.58 $1,488.98 $1,521.23 $1,554.22 $1,588.04 $1,616.35 $1,645.53 $1,675.82 $1,706.73
01A/B 11 $1,352.34 $1,382.51 $1,413.54 $1,445.28 $1,477.91 $1,511.39 $1,545.62 $1,580.81 $1,616.91 $1,654.51 $1,685.02 $1,716.09 $1,747.81 $1,780.14
01A/B 12 $1,406.04 $1,437.65 $1,470.14 $1,503.45 $1,537.61 $1,572.65 $1,608.55 $1,645.83 $1,684.79 $1,724.72 $1,756.64 $1,789.17 $1,822.33 $1,856.16
01A/B 13 $1,477.29 $1,510.63 $1,544.76 $1,579.92 $1,615.88 $1,653.43 $1,692.37 $1,732.31 $1,773.36 $1,815.35 $1,849.06 $1,883.43 $1,918.50 $1,954.24
01A/B 14 $1,532.92 $1,571.74 $1,611.51 $1,653.03 $1,696.44 $1,741.06 $1,786.94 $1,834.18 $1,882.71 $1,932.60 $1,968.66 $2,005.43 $2,042.93 $2,081.16
01A/B 15 $1,601.61 $1,643.93 $1,688.48 $1,734.32 $1,781.53 $1,830.08 $1,880.07 $1,931.59 $1,984.57 $2,039.15 $2,077.33 $2,116.23 $2,155.94 $2,196.42
01A/B 15A $1,613.48 $1,659.85 $1,708.23 $1,758.18 $1,809.74 $1,862.93 $1,917.78 $1,974.36 $2,032.75 $2,092.99 $2,132.21 $2,172.26 $2,213.08 $2,255.04
01A/B 16 $1,680.14 $1,727.31 $1,775.87 $1,825.90 $1,877.52 $1,930.71 $1,985.48 $2,041.89 $2,100.10 $2,160.02 $2,200.61 $2,241.97 $2,285.38 $2,330.26
01A/B 17 $1,773.51 $1,822.56 $1,873.16 $1,925.22 $1,978.80 $2,034.03 $2,090.93 $2,149.51 $2,209.85 $2,272.83 $2,317.03 $2,363.43 $2,410.71 $2,458.91
01A/B 17A $1,787.14 $1,840.36 $1,895.31 $1,952.01 $2,010.56 $2,070.94 $2,133.30 $2,197.62 $2,264.62 $2,335.89 $2,382.70 $2,430.29 $2,478.88 $2,528.46
01A/B 18 $1,852.13 $1,904.37 $1,958.25 $2,013.74 $2,070.91 $2,129.82 $2,190.52 $2,253.26 $2,319.88 $2,390.38 $2,438.19 $2,486.93 $2,536.68 $2,587.41
01A/B 19 $1,941.21 $1,996.78 $2,054.11 $2,113.14 $2,174.01 $2,236.69 $2,303.05 $2,373.54 $2,446.32 $2,521.44 $2,571.87 $2,623.34 $2,675.82 $2,729.35
01A/B 20 $2,038.49 $2,095.90 $2,155.01 $2,215.98 $2,279.69 $2,347.32 $2,417.98 $2,490.79 $2,565.70 $2,642.97 $2,695.82 $2,749.75 $2,804.73 $2,860.82
01A/B 21 $2,127.15 $2,188.19 $2,251.27 $2,318.18 $2,389.05 $2,462.08 $2,537.39 $2,614.92 $2,694.86 $2,777.21 $2,832.72 $2,889.41 $2,947.20 $3,006.15
01A/B 22 $2,226.24 $2,292.14 $2,362.06 $2,434.77 $2,509.70 $2,586.96 $2,666.51 $2,748.60 $2,833.21 $2,920.35 $2,978.78 $3,038.39 $3,099.15 $3,161.12
01A/B 23 $2,336.99 $2,407.38 $2,479.89 $2,554.64 $2,631.63 $2,710.94 $2,792.70 $2,876.87 $2,963.47 $3,052.79 $3,113.88 $3,176.16 $3,239.70 $3,304.49
01A/B 24 $2,442.65 $2,516.43 $2,592.44 $2,670.70 $2,751.43 $2,834.42 $2,920.12 $3,008.34 $3,099.16 $3,192.77 $3,256.60 $3,321.77 $3,388.21 $3,455.98
01A/B 25 $2,548.24 $2,625.72 $2,705.51 $2,787.78 $2,872.49 $2,959.84 $3,049.84 $3,142.59 $3,238.06 $3,336.54 $3,403.27 $3,471.38 $3,540.81 $3,611.62
01A/B 26 $2,642.34 $2,723.13 $2,806.36 $2,892.14 $2,980.50 $3,071.60 $3,165.53 $3,262.31 $3,361.99 $3,464.76 $3,534.05 $3,604.75 $3,676.85 $3,750.38
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